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Jelly returned to his mercenary squad, which consisted of nineteen men. These were the brothers
he had died with. Then, tired of the life and death combat for hire, they opted for the relative

safety of the Gates family, who offered them a very generous reward for their work.

It was the best choice for them, comfortable and well paid, although it was a way of life, but
what can one say. In a powerful family like the Gaiters, they don't travel much, because under the
name of Bigir, no family in Toulouse has a bad word to say about the Gaiters.

And again, because of Bigir's reputation, many powerful mercenaries are scrambling to get

under the Gaiters. The reason for this is that they think there is another benefit in it, and that is

becoming a bijou!

It's just a pity that in the twenty years of the Gaiter family, there are very, very few people

who have gone from being mercenaries to biochemists. It was not because the Gaite family did

not have biochemical crystals, but because the Gaite family had given all the biochemical crystals
to their own direct line, and only one or two foreign mercenaries like them had gotten them, and



they had only gotten the chance after saving old Gaite. But in the face of the powerful Bigir, they
could only swallow this anger, and then chose to live a dull and happy life ......

Although forced to do so, they did not give up their dream of becoming a cyborg, after all,
it is better to live than to survive ......

Natural biochemicals crystallize, it is also mutated crystals. It is only because of the power of
families such as Gaiter that they do not refer to biochemical crystals as mutant crystals. Because
there is a difference between the elegant name and the common name. After all, they consider

themselves to be noblemen, so naturally they don't speak of something so lofty as anti-human.
There is still a difference between mutation and biochemistry, after all, they also call themselves

higher humans ......

Standing in the middle of the crowd, Jelly was excited to the core, and his brothers were

weirded out when they saw Jelly like this. This day Jeli's mood change is extremely exaggerated,
especially every time he said that the Chinese man Jeli emotions are very complicated ......



In fact, not only Jeli, or their hearts emotions are also strange. They as mercenaries are
always active within the international strife, and very much understand the horror of being a

Chinese. Not because they thought the Chinese were powerful from the start, when they first

entered the international strife, they saw the Chinese and even the Orientals with great disdain, but
as a result, when they encountered the Chinese, they lost many of their brothers in death and
injury ......

Later, they returned to F, to Toulouse, and when they faced the Chinese again, they began to
despise them again because of their national culture. But then, now they were again severely

humiliated ......

"Brothers! We are going to rise for real!" Jelly shouted.

"What do you mean?" A junior asked rhetorically not understanding, to really rise up, are we
going to become biochemicals? The underground world of Toulouse is controlled by

biochemicals, and they, the bodyguards plus mercenaries, can only hide when they come across

them ......



"The actual fact is that we have a chance to become a cyborg again? The way to become a

cyborg is already in the hands of Finkin-Gate from the first? steak woo flick love serve west?
First in line heir down the line perished outright!" One of the minions couldn't resist splashing cold
water and said. When Finkin-Gate came down from the first in line heir, it meant that they would
never be subject to importance again and would never be able to touch the existence of the
mutation crystals again.

"Ha ha, boss. Let's die, Finkin Gatt won't even be the master of the Gatt family anymore,
what chance do we have to touch the mutation crystals? Besides, even if Finkin-Gate can still turn
over, by the time Finkin-Gate succeeds as the head of the family, it will be decades later, they
will all be old by that time, where is the physical quality that they can still claim?" One of the
minions said mockingly to himself.

Jelly knew their negative emotions, to be honest, his minions could see it, how could he not

see it himself, he could see it better than his minions, he just didn't want to discourage them
before.
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But today is not the same as before! Mr. Lin Hao had given the word that all he had to do was to

take his brothers and help Mr. Lin Hao with the underground organisation, and then all the



mutation crystals gifted by the church would be given to them. Look at those words, at that time,
Jelly's heart trembled to hear them, those were mutation crystals that were hard to buy with a

thousand dollars. It was sold exclusively by the Church, and anyone else who wanted to buy them,
not just? The Church had a lot to offer. Just money can buy it, but also have a relationship with
the Church ......

"Mr. Lin Hao said, as long as we help him to take care of the 'X' organization and the Topang
territory, when the time comes, all the biochemical matter crystals given by the church will be
given to us. Oh yes, the biochemical matter crystals, are the mutation crystals." Jelly said

excitedly.

"What!" All of his dozen minions shouted, staring at Jelly with wide eyes. This, this was
unbelievable, those were mutation crystals, something that money couldn't even buy, and he had
given them all of them? If Jelly hadn't said it himself, they wouldn't have believed it if someone
else had told them!

"Boss, boss, this, this... is this true? Biochemical crystals eh, an existence that money can't
even buy."



"Really, it's Mr. Lin Hao's atmosphere and his gift! The Church Pope abandoned us, but Mr.
Lin Hao did not abandon us!" Jelly said fiercely, it wasn't that they hadn't begged to follow the

Church after they returned to F, but the Church had said that they were too rubbish and that

joining the Church was to sully its nobility, treating them as if they were worse than pigs and dogs

and not looking at them at all. Although they were humiliated in this way, they didn't dare to
complain and had to let it happen, because the Church was too powerful.

"To hell with the Church, to hell with the Pope!" The minions shouted in unison. It was a good
thing this was a closed cabin, if they had been heard outside, or by the cyborg not far away, they
might all have been killed!

But who could have imagined that it was them. A future being capable of overthrowing the

Pope of the Church. After all, without the existence of the Church Pope in their minds, there is no
fear. There is only the fear of the strong, but when they are stronger, when they are as strong as the
Pope, the respect they have for the Pope will be gone.



Not like Bigir, not like the Golden Panther Lion, and not like Rohan. Nor will they become

Mohammedan Catholics. Today's Mohammedan Kato is already on his way to becoming an

advanced biochemist, but even if he becomes an advanced biochemist, he will still enter the
Pope's banner and be under his control, becoming the Pope's lackey! If he knew that Bigir was

not under the direct jurisdiction of the Pope, but had a near equal relationship with the Church, I
wonder if Mohammad Kato could accept the existence of a relationship as a man under the
Pope ......

Jelly is also looking at the top of the cabin, where it was supposed to be the direction of

prayer to the Pope, and Jelly at this moment, all the respect in his heart, into nothingness. He was
an existence that licked blood from the tip of a knife, where was the faith? If they were to have

faith, the faith they had in their hearts at this moment was in Lin Hao, who was high above them
and unpredictable in strength! This was an incomparably powerful, yet atmospheric Chinese man.
He was able to bestow the mutation crystals on them without requiring them to pay money or pay
with their lives, just to help him take care of the 'X' organisation that was about to be ruled by him
as well as the TOB, which was a comparable existence to that of the Pope!

"Brothers, after today. Maybe I'll become an Orc! Because we all know that there are mutant

crystals within the 'X' organization and from the information we got with the Gates family, they
may not have run out of them. So, I will be the first to become an Orc. I hope the brothers here
don't have any mental displeasure, because, in the future, every one of them will have the chance

to become a powerful Orc! Or even sit down at Mr. Lin Hao's and become a biochemist!" Jelly
said excitedly.



"Right! I've heard that all the Orcs in the Gaite family have the chance to become

biochemists. They are all because of what exists inside the castle! And Mr. Lin Hao has a castle
too! So after we become Orcs, it won't take much time before we can become Biochemists! At
that time, we just need to listen to Mr. Lin Hao and we won't have to go out for the Church or even
go to our deaths!" The second-in-command of the Jelly Mercenaries also said excitedly.

It was as if they were seeing the light of becoming biochemists themselves, and the light of

all this came from Lin Hao! The mighty Mr. Lin Hao of China!

Chapter 1053

"Jelly, let's get going then! Be grateful to Mr. Lam! Thank him for his atmosphere!" The crowd of
Jelly mercenaries shouted the last two sentences together.

At this moment, Lin Hao was their Lord! He was their God! He was their god!



After seeing Jelly and the others arrive, Lin Hao got up and prepared to leave, but Jelly and
the others stood straight and shouted together, "Mr. Lin!"

Lin Hao was surprised by this unison of respectful titles, and looked back at their looks, each
with unparalleled respect, the genuine look in their eyes, which came from the heart, without any
half-heartedness, and each one was extremely grateful. Lin Hao smiled, "Let's set off. Settle it as
early as possible, I have other things to do tonight."

Lin Hao naturally knew what they were grateful for, it was all because the biochemical matter
crystals were really of no use to him, there was no way he would let Night One implant them,
otherwise he would feel sorry for Gu Yue. When Shen Xiyan blamed him, how would he explain?
Besides, Night One was his brother! How could he possibly push his own brother into the fire?

Besides, he didn't believe that Night One couldn't be enlightened and become an Innate

Grandmaster?



Given some time, he would become an Innate Grandmaster as well. It was just like within
the Ancient Prison, when Jun Wu Ren devoured the energy body left behind by his ancestor and

directly advanced to Grand Master. This world was mysterious and unpredictable, anything could
happen, maybe one day Night One would also come into contact with a species like that and then
directly advance to Grand Master, of course promoting to Grand Master this could be a joke, but
promoting to Innate Grand Master was still possible.

Lin Hao looked at the darkness of the night night one has begun to lead the way, he is next to
the black dragon directly disappeared in the darkness of the night, Lin Hao know black dragon

can certainly not contact with them directly, because 'X' and the territory of the Tobin Lin Hao

will send someone to take over, and he will do the purpose, only responsible for the elimination of
'X' organization and the Tobin organization, and then take this opportunity to gain fame in the

organization, and become the organization's key training object, when the time to contact the
Church, into the Church, the only way to be able to achieve the purpose of infiltration ......

Night One did not go much faster, after he was informed by Lin Hao, he also knew that Lin

Hao would bring people to take over the two organization's territories. As for his big brother's
orders, he didn't ask too many questions.

Toulouse was beautiful in the darkness of the night, shrouded in the lights of ten thousand

homes. This is because Bastian's power company is so powerful that the people have access to



electricity all year round and it doesn't go out of order, although the Toulouse economy is well

developed and the F? The country's economy is also well developed, but this does not mean that
their power generation system as well as their electricity supply system is perfect. It is important
to know what concept they are using in the summer when each unit of electricity for air
conditioning is even as high as thirty dollars a unit of electricity. You should know that the first

stage of electricity consumption in China is only 50 cents a unit. The second stage is also only one
dollar ......

This horrible electricity bill is not something that any family can afford to burn. Many

developed cities are even in a power panic at night ......

The ruins of No. 8 and the banks of the Garonne River, if they were in the midst of a
disturbance, I'm afraid the city would have been made aware by now that there was a firefight

going on here. Although they are accustomed to firefights protests, a massive firefight still strikes
fear into their hearts.

Ten minutes later, the first firefight was finally reached. Gunfire could be seen filling the area,
it was a modern firefight with guns flying and bullets bursting out.



The sound of 'bang bang bang~' was incessant, Jelly and the others were exhilarated to hear
and see such sounds, domestic firefights were child's play to them. Without waiting for Lin Hao

to say anything, Jeli had already intervened.

It was only after Jelly had intervened with his men that Night One came out of the darkness.
Looking at Night One's calmness, Lin Hao knew that Night One had grown much stronger again.
A good brother is like that, always wanting to share for him, but, some things are really hard to

share ......

"Big brother, how come they listen to you so much. And they're not even weak." Night
inquired as soon as he walked out.

"Nothing. Just promised some benefits to them. I already know exactly how to reach out to

the Church and get the conditions for its approval. So that's why I'm here. To reach out faster,
apart from being low in stature to reach the mark, there is also the fact that if you have
underground strength you can also speed things up. And I don't want you to be doing such

dangerous things, so I'll just leave these things to him to take care of, his name is Jelly, I'll



introduce him to you sometime, and you can just manage them exclusively." Lin Hao explained
to night one said, night one is his brother not to mention, and these things in the future night one

will have to personally manage, this time to explain to him clearly, he will not need to explain in
when managing up, and also be able to clear night one's doubts ah, heart imbalance and so

on ......

After listening to the night one, looking at these eighteen people of not bad strength, secretly
thinking that big brother is big brother, easily to these individuals to take in, change is their own,
really can not do ......
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The old searchlights are still on and the darker areas are illuminated by the moonlight, so there are
no particularly dark places where people can't find their way. Because of this, the firefight will be
chosen in the dark, because this has an advantage for the sneak attacker, but also because of the
numerous ruined buildings, the defensive organization's defensive capabilities will also be
relatively enhanced, after all, the number of floors, although it is a sneak attack, but also because
of the frequent movement of people, do not know where the other side, there may also be a
counter-attack... ...

Jelly led the men straight in, but it was himself who bore the brunt of the attack, standing
with two micro-charges right under the streetlights, extremely arrogant and eye-catching!



Not long after, a black man from inside the building roared out, "Who the hell are you, you
dare to come to my organisation 'X' and be arrogant, don't you fear death? Get the hell out of

here!"

Jelly sneered, "Your grandfather came here to destroy you!"

"Arrogant!" A white male leader stepped out from behind a bullet-riddled white wooden

jacket tumbling about, sneered and fired wildly at Jeli with his AK47. The bullets rained down

on the old rusty road sign with a thud. Seeing this, the white man in the lead couldn't help but
taunt him, "How dare you dare to shout in front of my organisation? Little brat, go back to
playing in the mud!"

Only the next moment!



Jelly hid behind the highway sign, one hand poked out, and the handful of micro-charges
was like a crazy transmitter, clattering countless bullets directly on top of the little white leader's
body before he could react.

"No!" He roared.

The black man who was hiding inside the walled hallway in the distance saw such a scene
and could not help but wipe a cold sweat directly from his forehead. They could also hit such an
operation, but they were all blind shots, but like Jelly, with such high precision, it was really
impossible to do. He was a bit scared.

This was all a well-trained organisation, were they the same 'Zeus' organisation that had
swiftly taken out their location? A group that said they had the powers of the Sun God, they were
very powerful and after joining their firefight gathering, with a frenzy, they scattered all their

ranks, they didn't even feel any Orcs joining the battlefield, which made it very difficult for the

members of the Tokon, and the members of the 'X' group were calling for help from the

organisation Internally, Orcs are needed to assist ......



The two sides seem to have some kind of rule, if one side doesn't send out Orcs, the three
sides don't send out Orcs, which makes it hard for the members of 'X' and the Topanga, after all,
most of the members of these two sides are gangsters, their physical quality is reasonable, but
compared to the members of 'Zeus', they are nothing, no matter whether it's marksmanship, or
awareness, or combat cooperation, all are no match!

"'Zeus'! Why are you joining us in a fire fight!" The strong black man roared.

Lin Hao, who was watching from afar, also just learned that the organization that Black

Dragon was in was called Zeus, although he didn't know much about western culture, he knew
about names like Zeus, the Sun God. It was a big name, but it didn't have much to do with him.

Jerry hid behind the wall, not daring to let up for a moment in his seriousness, and he was

slightly surprised to hear the other man shout 'Zeus'. Even Zeus was taken into account? Zeus is a

very strong organization, I heard it is the Church's legion of the Sun God, the strength is
terrifying ......



"We joined, naturally, to swallow you up!" Jelly's icy voice shouted.

On top of him, there was a red dot of a sniper rifle sweeping at his feet. Jelly knew that this

was his brother's sniper signal telling that it was okay to move forward.

Jelly gave him the OK sign and then rushed out, sweeping frantically at the inside of the

building.

One of the state-faced men above put a mouthful of gum in his mouth? Serve steak and flick
love Shan zero flick steak? Spitting, the scope frantically changed focus until it adjusted to a very
clear vision, which stopped ......



"One out, one dead." He shouted contemptuously.

It wasn't really just the rotten building he was ambushing across the street. Inside the rotten
building where the strong black man was hiding they detected about six people, all of them
hiding behind walls with glass windows, poking out their guns every now and then to pre-sight at
the downstairs and also the position Jerry was walking in, only Jerry's position one was in the
blind spot of their view, so they could only feel the shadows but couldn't start shooting, this was
the mighty mercenary, with a very strong knack for using the terrain to fight! This goes without
saying, after all, many times the tip of the knife to lick the blood of those who live, a little bit of
heart, may die in the other side of the gun ......

Looking down the hallway, Jelly held his breath as he walked forward with two

micro-charges. He was a crazy mercenary and a crazy boss. According to the usual organisation,
at this time of year it would have been his men leading the charge, with him behind to keep a

lookout or set up his guns, but instead he took the lead ......

"It's right back here."



Chapter 1055

In the distance, Lin Hao sensed that Jelly had already started to rush the building. Inside Lin
Hao's line of sight, after Jelly rushed over with his micro-charge, he did not shoot directly, but
after throwing a grenade, waiting for it to explode, then he made a hand signal to initiate the

attack.

At once, the remaining eighteen men and eighteen guns banged and fired.

The inside of this rotten building was instantly filled with wailing ......

"Boss, this group of people is really not bad in terms of combat quality. Indeed they can do
something for us." Night One said as he watched with his binoculars and couldn't help but let out
an admiration. When the boss strikes, he knows if there are any, such powerful and so

well-trained mercenaries are honestly elite troops in the Lin family, to train them up like this, a
few hundred million would not be able to come down. Every powerful mercenary, are very
powerful special forces, and each special forces, at least spend more than two million training fees,
or even higher, and this does not include the cost of ammunition ......



And it costs that much for one. And it's not like if you train one, you'll survive one. They can
only end up with one alive out of even ten.

"They are not weak in their own right and it is evident that they are all part of the group of

people who want to become cyborgs and have a lot of perseverance obsession. And the

biochemical crystals that we will receive from the Church at that time will be of no use to us.
Instead of keeping them and wasting them, why not spend them all on theWesterners themselves,
and these people will have to be used for us, so isn't it like doing unto others what they did unto

us? Why not?" Lin Hao said with a smile, and in his mind, he had a scene of his own duel with

the Church in the future, when a duel was inevitable.

How can I put it, Lin Hao's purpose of contacting the Church was to get the biochemical
technology to cure Shen Xi Yan, but the Church wanted to hold every nobleman who joined the

Church firmly in their hands, they wouldn't say, after treating you, they would let you go!

So if he had a strong team of biochemicals at that time, some minions, they would not be

able to bother themselves in the first place ......



"Big brother, I want to ...... too," Night One struggled a little and said to Lin Hao with a

pleading tone. Night one has followed Lin Hao for many years, now how can I say, although the
strength has risen, but always feel that the distance with his big brother is getting farther and

farther, this sense of distance, let him very hard, he always want to become stronger, in the rest
time, has been desperately practice, but even so desperately practice, but also can not catch up
with his big brother Lin Hao's pace. So his heart was desperate, wanting to prepare to get stronger
straight away, in a short time, no matter what method he used, this method, whatever it was! He
was willing to do it all!

"Shut up!" Lin Hao shouted angrily.

Looking at Night One, Lin Hao's face was filled with anger, he was his brother, how could he

think like that? So he was angry now, "Night One,? Yisan love to grasp the west land service?
You are my brother! You've seen the biotic Orc, and although he will look like a human when he
grows to the end, he will never be human again after all! I'm your big brother, I would let you

turn into a half-human, half-beast demon creature? If I really let you turn into such a thing, how
can I live with my conscience? Night One, if you ever think like that again, don't blame me for
turning against you!"



Night One's heart trembled as he listened to Lin Hao's anger and looked at Lin Hao's face
filled with rage. I couldn't imagine that his big brother had such a deep love for him, but he still
pushed him into the abyss of heartlessness and unrighteousness, Night One felt like giving himself

two slaps on the spot.

Lin Hao came forward and put his hands on his shoulders, breathing deeply, "We'll always
be brothers!"

"Brother! We'll always be brothers! I will always take the last bullet for you!" A big man

Night One had tears running down the corners of his mouth, blurring his vision.

Night One put away the idea of mutation, Lin Hao's heart that big stone is considered to have
finally fallen, he is really afraid that Night One can't do his job to protect himself because he can't
keep up with himself, and then secretly used the biochemical crystals and turned into a

half-human, half-beast existence, at that time, he would really be ashamed of Night One, he
would live in guilt for the rest of his life ......



Far away, inside a basement, prisoner Ince roared in rage, the walls around him were

smashed to pieces. He had been ordered to exterminate Topaz, but now it was bad, one by one
his own men were losing their lives, how could he explain this to his chief?

"Bastards! Bastards! The bastards of Zeus have taken advantage of this time to attack us, and
with such an elite mercenary army, we can hardly resist their attack!" Prisoners Ince finished by

punching the wall again, which trembled violently, and the roof even showed signs of shattering.

"How many men do we have left to organise an attack, we must not let the bastards of Zeus
fight their way into our headquarters!" Prisoners Ince inquired to his men, roaring with rage and
spitting blood directly onto the face of his man, who, dared not wipe off the half-man,
half-beast's blood.

"Boss, they're only one stronghold away from headquarters! Once they bring down that last

stronghold, they can push right up to our headquarters base camp. Besides, the Dwarf Scorpion is



dead! Our leader is nowhere to be found, and the headquarters base camp is now in an uproar."
His men replied to him, and this stronghold, was where they were now sitting.

Chapter 1056

"Bloody bunch of bastards!" Prisoners Ince growled and roared, drinking off one of the wall
pillars.

"Aren't these fucking bastards afraid the chief will show up and kill them all? Bloody things!
How dare this try to fight for the position of second chief!" Prisoners Ince drank with clenched
fists.

Prisoner Ince received Mohammed Katou's order to destroy Topang, and at that time he

swore to do so, but after he saw Topang and found out that Topang was also a junior cyborg and

had several Orcs behind him, Prisoner Ince chose and unified with the other leader Topang by

choosing not to apply cyborg tactics in the first place, so all the cyborgs were not allowed to take
the field. This led to Prisoners not being able to destroy the Topan group first time, alone, outright.
Although he could not take the field himself, he was confident that his men would be able to

destroy all the non-Biotics members of the Topaz. And at first it was all as he had predicted, the
members of his men were of a much higher fighting quality than the members of the Topan,
beating the Topan back and forth, and then just at that moment, the Zeus members came out! In
one fell swoop one organisation directly beat both of them directly and also beat them both so
much that they didn't dare to breathe.



At this point Prisoners had to ask for support from within the organisation, only to have the
reply come back to him that the chief was not in. He had to find his own way, which made him
furious! But at this point, he had to grit his teeth and let his men fight on. But the longer they
fought, the more of his men died, and the more they fought, the more they realised that something
was wrong, that the other side didn't simply want to win or lose, but to kill them all!

At this point, whether for selfish reasons or for the greater good, he felt that he needed the rest
of the 'X' group to join him to fend off the Zeus attack, but the other side still refused to join him
on the grounds that the leader was not present, and that they did not dare to go against the leader's
orders! This will be the prisoner of Ince angry half dead, at the same time after his men reminded,
but also know that this group of people is in order to preserve the strength, when the time to fight
for power to grab the power, completely do not care about the humiliation of being beaten by the
other side to the doorstep, is to want to consume his power to finish ......

As for why the cyborg tactic was not applied in the first place, and everyone complied.
That's because there is a church ordinance. All powerful organizations have the Church behind
them, and the Church's existence is above them, and the rules they specify, no one dares to
transgress, so just by verbally agreeing, no one really dares to strike in the dark!



"Fight on! No matter what, we must fight on! Even if I die, keep fighting! Keep blocking! I
do not believe that the chief will not come out and stop Zeus, will not stop Zeus' annexation!" The
incompetent and furious prisoner of Ines could only pound the wall to vent his anger, he could
now only hope that at the end of the fight, when the cyborgs joined the fray, he would be able to

save the day!

"Brother. Even if you win this fight, within 'X', you won't be the second leader in the future!
You have to know that with the Second Chief dead, countless people are eyeing this position!" His
men looked up and couldn't help but advise.

Prisoners Ince grabbed his collar, his eyes full of anger, could he not know these simple

things? "Are you trying to get yourself killed! Once we hit the headquarters, when the chief
returns, will you and I have any chance of surviving? You have to have a life to fight for power

and authority too!"

His men, who were similar to the warlord like people, were trembling with fear when they

heard these words, they were still thinking about fighting for power, but they had not thought that
once they lost and let Zeus hit their lair, they would have to face the chief's wrath, would that



mysterious and powerful man with terrifying strength, kill them all? Even if not, would he really
be able to withstand the chief's wrath?

His heart trembled at the thought of the chief's wrath, how could he dare to think of anything

else.

"Order it down, make sure you resist to the death, once this chaos is resisted, I will grant
whatever you ask for at that time! Moreover, I will ask the chief for a mutation crystal to reward
the one who takes the most credit this time!" Prisoner Ince said through clenched teeth, he was
really putting his blood on the line.

"Really?!" His men's eyes widened, all the worry in their hearts dispersed, and their eyes

were full of fighting spirit!



He was not yet an Orc, and although he had followed Prisoner Ince for many years, there
were not many mutation crystals within the organisation that had been rewarded by the Church,
not even some of the other hall bosses, let alone him. A small subordinate of a small parish boss.

So those who heard the news were excited!

Countless people had fought to become a cyborg, but how many had become real cyborgs?
Not many.

"How could I lie to you?" Prisoners Ince glared at him with a frown, and the man stepped

straight back to lead the two guns and stand guard at a concealed, easy-to-guard racking point.

His name was Ove. He had been with him for eight years. For eight years he had watched

Prisoner Ince become an Orc and then a Cyborg, and he was envious, but he had waited too long



for his own chance, and was desperate, but now Prisoner Ince was offering a reward, and he was
moved!

"I'll be a cyborg too! I'll be like Bigir and live for centuries!" Orv leaned against the top of

the cold wall, feeling the cold wind blowing by, and touching the cold barrel of his gun, looking
into the darkness of the distance as if he had seen the light of day!

In fact, Ove did not know that the prisoner Ince body still? The fact is, Orv didn't know that

Prisoners still ? There is a mutant crystal!
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Jelly took his squad and swept along. It took ten minutes to find all the members of either Topaz

or 'X' and Zeus, of which were either killed or captured.

"Who the hell are you people! Why do you want to get involved in our affairs!" A burly man

with a turban tied around his head asked with a fierce look leaking from his eyes, he was a proper
western face and a member of Zeus.



Jelly walked up and just kicked him hard in the chest and then bellowed, "Shut up if you
don't want to die, and talk after you've met our Mr. Lin!"

"Brother! We're members of Zeus, aren't you afraid of our powerful team of biotics if you

kill one of our members?! You set us free now and get down on your knees and kiss my ass, and
I might forgive you!" Another member of Zeus said with bravado, being a prisoner, completely
unaware that he was at a time when Jelly could dominate his life at the drop of a hat, instead he

spoke with bravado.

"You're not members of Zeus!?" All of the members of 'X' and Topaz froze after hearing

such a statement earlier, they thought that the group that had thundered and taken them all down

in an instant was Zeus, but now it seemed that they were even more powerful than the members of

Zeus, because the members of Zeus had been caught too!



"Who the hell are you!" They were all enraged that another organisation had joined in and that
their information had all been wrong, which made them feel so humiliated that they had even

forgotten that they had become prisoners.

"Who we are, you will know after you have met Mr. Lin! As for the so-called biochemicals

in your mouth, in our Mr. Lin? er serve Lu dye closed zero-shan? s men, will be nothing!" Jelly
said in a domineering manner, these people should have later chosen to surrender for not being

able to beat them, and Jelly well knew that setting up the organization underneath would require

a large number of members, those who surrendered he did not kill, those who did not surrender,
damn near all of them died.

"Oh! Do you know that the boss of our hall, Prisoner Ince, is a junior cyborg, not a half-orc!
He's so terrifyingly strong that he'll rip your so-called Mr. Lin's throat out when the time comes!"
The 'X' organisation members sneered.

The man from Tropang also stood out and sneered, "Mr. Lin? We don't have that surname in
Toulouse, one look and you know it's Chinese! You are not Chinese dogs, are you? What a

disgrace!"



Zeus's men also shouted angrily, "You're ridiculous to serve the lowly Chinese monkeys as
superior humans! Damn you, I'll have the cyborgs of Zeus tear you all apart! Nationals who betray
the bloodline of a higher race are worse than shit!"

The second-in-command of the Jellyfish was furious and went up to the man with the butt of

his rifle and threw it at the cunning Zeus man with a vicious "Bang!" With a bang, the man spat
blood from the corner of his mouth and even broke a few teeth.

He laughed and cursed angrily, "At this time you try to say a few more words and guard

your pride more. Don't wait until it's time to beg for mercy for old me, at that time, I won't let
you go!"

Jelly's second-in-command was called Townsend, the powerful sniper, and on his face,
there were three scars that were scary to gnaw on. But those present were people who lived with

bullets, so they didn't put much fear into their hearts.



"Townsend, that's a good idea you've got. After we get them in front of Mr. Lin, we'll
definitely have to kill a few of them, or the group will have second thoughts." Jelly's icy gaze

looked at the three representatives of the organisation's members with that icy killing intent,
giving a feeling of falling into the abyss!

"Don't you dare!" The Zeus member, a black man, growled after spitting out blood from his

thick lips, "Do you know who I am, I'm the brother of the deputy hall master of the Zeus hall!"

"Whoever you are!" Townsend gave him another stern shake on the butt of his gun and then

shouted to the brothers behind him, "Step up your time, Mr. Lin has a meeting with the church at
night and can't afford to be delayed on this matter. And the better we do this, the quicker we'll
become cyborgs! Let's just say up front that the best performer tonight will definitely be the first
one to get the biochemical crystals, apart from me and Jelly!"

"What Townsend says means what I mean, so don't be lazy, guys. Take that ruthlessness and
that swiftness that we had above the battlefield in North Africa and don't delay!" Jelly shouted



back at his brothers, and his words to Townsend were not misplaced for the other members of the

group they had captured to hear.

Chapter 1158

Those who said it had no intention of doing so, but those who heard it were horrified. What do

you mean? Was he in contact with the Church, a nobleman, or a leader of an underground
organisation? But where else is the underground emerging these days? In other words, the other
party, a Chinese, had become a nobleman of Toulouse? And the Church is vetting him, once he
passes the vetting process, he will be a nobleman. What is this? ...

This is impossible! A Chinese, a low-class Chinese! How could he become a nobleman?
This was a blow to them, simply more than becoming a prisoner, and at the same time the heart

was endlessly shocked.

A rich man and the head of an underground organisation can be recognised by the Church,
but when a rich man is recognised by the Church and included in it, he is promoted to become a
nobleman! But the head of the underground is recognised by the Church and just becomes a

henchman of the Church, they were two kinds of people before, and after being recognised by the
Church, they are still two kinds of people, it's very non-tributary!



"The Church will certainly not allow a Chinese to become a noble!" Someone couldn't help
but roar.

Jelly brought the forty or so men he had captured to the place where Lin Hao was staying. It
was a tall building, one of the tallest within the ruins of this rotten building.

Lin Hao looked like a lookout overlooking the group downstairs. From a few hundred metres

away Lin Hao saw Jeli and his group winning big, so when they got close, Lin Hao jumped
straight down from the building, which was over forty metres high, only to see Lin Hao leap down
in one bound and come straight to them.

The people on the ground watched with wide eyes, in total disbelief that someone could
jump down from such a high building and still be unharmed, moreover, he didn't have a beast
form, this, this was completely beyond their cognitive range ......



"Mr. Lin, these are the members of all the other organizations in this area. Of course some of
them refused to be captured were killed by us." Jelly bowed to Lin Hao and said respectfully, Mr.
Lin's methods, compared to them can be more brilliant can be more mysterious can be much

more powerful, although this several dozen meters high building, with their bodies, but can also
go up, just so strong down, they really can not do.

"Hmm." Lin Hao nodded gently, then after sweeping a circle, blond hair and blue eyes, all
looking more or less the same, and each one of them had hatred, resentment, anger, and
humiliation inside their eyes.

"Did you ask how long they have to fight?" Lin Hao scanned the circle before inquiring at

Jelly.

"The group of them are all attacking the 'X' organisation. Of course the Topaz organisation
has been wiped out by a group called Zeus, and now where they are going is to launch an attack

on the headquarters of Organisation X. Five kilometres away from us, on the banks of the Garonne
River, is the last hurdle, and after that, it will lead to the final showdown, the showdown of the
biotic forces!" Jelly replied immediately, all these questions he had cleared on his plate, and he

hadn't been idle on this journey.



"Well done." Lin Hao nodded, "The biotics around here are all staring at this place, I'm afraid

they're all waiting for the final showdown you mentioned. I was wondering why they weren't
participating just now, but it turns out they're waiting for the final showdown."

Jerry looked around at the Olympics and when he saw a member of Zeus trying to speak up
in mockery, he immediately slammed a gun butt over and then hurriedly explained, "Mr. Lin, the
Church has a rule that after both sides have verbally agreed that the cyborg will not participate in
the battle in the first place, the cyborg forces from several organizations will not join. Because
once whoever breaks this guideline after that, the other side no matter who it is, the church will
strike to kill him!" Jelly snatched the reply just in case a member of Zeus made a mockery of Lin

Hao, he didn't want to see a small would-be member anger Mr. Lin ......

Lin Hao narrowed his eyes after hearing this, this is the church well, so domineering. It was
surprising that just a verbal contract could make relatively powerful biochemists not dare to break
it, how domineering was such an organization? However, so what?



He wasn't scared at all!

"Are there any of such a group of people who are going to follow you?" Lin Hao asked again.

Jelly and Townsend looked embarrassed after hearing this, Lin Hao smiled, he had known

before that to make one westerners submit, it definitely wouldn't mean simply using gun power,
what they needed was terrifying biochemical power, because without the blessing of biochemical
power, they would die a horrible death.

"Take them forward with you to the last pass and let them see my power. But the few of you,
when you get to the final pass, will have to deal with all the resistance inside as soon as possible.
You should know who else I am going to see tonight. Likewise you know that once these territories

have been taken in my name, the Church will bestow the biochemical crystals, and I will give

them all to you then."
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"Ow!" Jelly and the others all perked up, and the members of X-Topia as well as Zeus couldn't
believe their ears after hearing those words, especially the little heads inside. The biochemical



crystals, ah, were beyond the reach of them, the little heads, in their lifetime. Their organization
became the leader of the hall group that followed the fight leader in the battle, and few people

subsequently became new biochemists, after all, these things are as precious as life regeneration,
such a horrible thing, their own family can't even use it up, and bestowed on some small punks?
After becoming a cyborg, it is a completely different species from the previous gangsters.
Although society doesn't really approve of biochemists, in the eyes of the Church, nobles as well
as biochemists are equal existences, at least in the eyes of these punks ......

The army pressed in, directly towards the territory where Prisoners Ince was located.

The cyborgs in the sky and the Orcs standing on a high building in the distance looked
horrified at the scene. And it didn't break the Church's code. But just eighteen people had killed

and arrested their people, and they, the important heads of the organization and the leaders of the
hall groups, could not believe it ......

As for why the Orcs were standing on a high building in the distance, it was because the Orcs
did not yet have that strength to fly ......



Zeus came to suppress the two organizations of the cantor group leader is a in dirty braided
black man with the strength of a junior biochemist. His forehead sprouted two boyish green cow

horns, his nostrils grunted from time to time, and he grunted heavily when he saw Lin Hao,
"Chinese people also dare to interfere in our Toulouse affairs? I'll rip his head off when the cyborg
forces join the duel later!"

The togbon is a white blue hair, both cheeks have gills, at a glance know is an aquatic species

of biochemical, and from the intuitive look is not as Mohammed Kato aquatic species strength

terrifying, give a person's feeling, a weak feeling, he is at this moment is chagrin, prisoner Ince
rely on their own strength, but in the duel biochemicals do not participate in the guidelines set
down before, a person use their own biochemical species of caste quickly came to his base camp,
the previous they intercepted from the X organization biochemical crystals to steal, this makes
him very angry, but in this scene and he can not say, otherwise, simply too humiliating.

He looked at the six Orcs standing on the high floor behind the head of the Zeus cousin group,
Rem, and then looked at himself, who still had two standing behind him, and such a difference in
strength made him feel how strong Zeus, as an old underground organization, was, with six Orcs
in his entourage for a cousin group head. Of course even if it wasn't six under Rem's cousin group,
but just sending out six at random was something he, Tobon, couldn't do, he even felt that X
couldn't do such a magnificent ......



However, in order to show his status and his status as a Toulouse with status, Tobon also
shouted lonely, "Rem, I'll take half of this Chinese body! To be honest, I have never drunk the
blood of a Chinese!"

Rem scoffed, "Even the blood of a lowly species like the Chinese, you want to drink it?
Tobong, you simply disappoint me! We are higher blooded humans! But well, I'd like to give it

a try, haha." How can I put it, if you eat one dish for years, you will get bored. If you drink one
kind of blood for years, you will also get tired of it.

Between their words, they had sentenced Lin Hao to death. Of course Lin Hao couldn't hear
them.

Flying through the air in the darkness, watching the ghost-like eighteen people stalking
through the darkness, one had to say that these eighteen people were really strong physically, and
their strength in stalking through the darkness was definitely first class among the special forces as
well as within the mercenaries. "I hope that these people are really for my use, if they are really
used well, when the time comes, they will definitely not lose to become a powerful power group?
The more you get in touch with the church, the more you'll be able to use it. The more I come into



contact with the Church, the more I can feel the hegemony of the Church, and it will never let me
go."

Ten minutes later, another ruined building site was reached.

Jelly made a gesture to stop moving forward and said to Townsend with a grave expression,
"Townsend, do you feel the scent of danger ahead?"

The three scars on the forehead of the heavily armed Townsend twisted tightly together as he
sniffed like a fierce beast before nodding seriously, "There are more guns in here than all the battle
groups we've encountered before, it's a tough fight."

The two men had been partners for many years, as in surprisingly unanimous judgement
again, but although they said it was all very dangerous in here, they had no intention of backing

down. Instead, they made a gesture of gathering, and then all the other eighteen men contracted.



Jelly began to lay out the battle plan ......

Chapter 116

Hiding in an excellent wall mounted gun? A zero westwood is a closed love? Ove listened to the

sound from the communicator inside his ear and already knew of the arrival of Jelly and
Townsend, he clasped his hands on his chest and then looked reverently in the direction of God

with a look of prayer as well as supplication, he was asking God to bless him ......

"Brothers. The group leader has said that if we survive this, we will be rewarded 100,000
euros each at that time!" When Ove finished speaking, the entire thirty or so members holding the

communicator all gave a cheer, hearing this exuberant sound, Ove's heart's will to fight rose again,
to fight to the death in order to gain a new life! If he survived this, he too would become an Orc

on high! If he had another chance, he would become a cyborg, and once he did, not only would
his life expectancy increase, but his social status would also grow with it ......

The last hurdle, they were losing so fast, and there was a Chinese man in the battle, and the
group was sent by that Chinese man! And he knew this group of people, they were the mercenary
squad of the Gaite family, a terrorist mercenary squad that defended Finkin Gaite, he heard that



they were really everywhere in the world, from more than two hundred people, gradually
eliminated finally became a group of eighteen, this is a very strong terrorist mercenary squad,
when he became an Orc, the chief told him not to offend the Gaite family people. Don't offend
even a random first family, because even their first family's bodyguard team, even if they are
mercenaries, are able to consume an Orc to death inside a very strong combat literacy ......

"Damned Chinese people! Whether this pass is lost or held, I will leave you dead and

buried!" Prisoner Ince hissed.

Lin Hao in the night sky had not felt the presence of Prisoner Ince, only to look at this lone
man, as well as the biochemical crystals still clutched in his hand, and then look at the team

organized by Topaz and Zeus in the distance, could not help but feel the shabbiness of this

man ......

The company's main business is to provide a wide range of products and services to the

public. Lin Hao but know biochemical crystals just into the body, there will be an extremely
manic Orc state, this time outbreak of combat power, is extremely terrifying existence, that day
of Twitter that will give him a kind of unstable strength state model ......



Jeli looked at the sky above, Lin Hao also looked at him. Jeli like to God like looking up,
and Lin Hao saw such a sincere look, revealed a smile. He then made a decision in his heart to
give him the one biochemical crystals that Prisoner Ince was holding! "I hope this last hurdle
doesn't let me down."

Jelly withdrew his gaze and shouted to his brothers, "Remember the tactics I just laid out and

the other thing. Respect life and stop being as cocky as you were on the international stage before,
because you need to know that your lives are worth a lot now. Because we will all be Orcs on high!
O Orcs, and I am telling you a message! Mr. Lim has a castle with pools of blood inside of it! Do
you know why the Orcs in the Gates family advance so quickly to become Cyborgs? That's
because there is also a blood pool in the Gates' castle! The blood pool is a terrifying existence that
can accelerate the growth and evolution of Orcs' strength!"

Townsend was also overwhelmed with excitement, a news he had just learned, and then he

shouted to his brothers, "So know the significance of this duel? And do you know what kind of

being Mr. Lin Hao is as? He is our God! A higher being who gives us new life!"



"Mr. Lin is MYGOD!" they held out a hand layered daddy together and shouted these words

out of their mouths like a great and unblasphemous Sanskrit ......

After saying these words, each man entered above his spot according to the tactics Jelly had
laid out earlier, and the final showdown was fought!
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